RAILWAY RECRUITMENT BOARD

REJECTION CRITERIA

A Candidate's Application can be rejected on following reasons at any stage of recruitment process.

R1. Application received after the closing date of Employment notification.
R2. Passage not copied in the application form (or) copied in capital letters.
R3. Application without signatures (or) signatures done in capital letters.
R4. Left hand thumb impression not affixed on the application form.
R5. Copies of requisite certificates not enclosed. (Community, Discharge certificate for ES candidates, Disability certificate for PH candidate)
R6. 'OBC' certificate not in the prescribed format or without self declaration of creamy layer, (for consideration of relaxation for OBC)
R7. FEE – Postal Order/DD not enclosed or less fee enclosed or invalid IPO/DD i.e. issued before or after the issuance date of Employment notification.
R8. Identification marks column not filled up.
R9. Do not possess the prescribed Qualification for the post.
R10. Over aged or under aged or DOB not filled or wrongly filled.
R11. Double or Multiple applications submitted for the same post.
R12. 'Original Vision Certificate' not enclosed (or) incomplete, (for ALP/ASM/RMOTORMAN posts).
R13. Application without photo (or) photo with cap, wearing goggles, disfigured,unrecognizable, or scanned or Xerox copy.
R14. More than one application in single envelope.
R15. Candidate's name is figuring in the debarred list.
R16. Incomplete/illegible application.
R17. Application not in the prescribed format.
R18. Category/Post not filled up or incorrectly filled.
R19. Application addressed to other RRBs.
R20. Applications filled in a language other than English/Hindi.

Note:

1. The list of Eligible/Ineligible candidates is also placed on our website: http://www.rrbmumbai.gov.in.
2. RRB/Mumbai believes in transparency and fair play. If any candidate feels that his/her candidature is rejected for wrong reasons, he/she can contact the Member Secretary/Assistant Secretary or call on phone and clarify the doubt.
3. Please note that once your application is rejected for the valid reasons a call letter can not be issued.
4. Our contact phone number : 022-23090422.